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By Sean Thomas Russell

Penguin Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. A Ship of War is a stunning new maritime adventure from Top Ten bestselling author
Sean Thomas Russell, following the great success of A Battle Won and Under Enemy Colours. For
fans of Bernard Cornwell and Patrick O Brian, A Ship of War is the third instalment in the
electrifying historical series of Charles Hayden and the Themis. Hayden kept his eye fixed upon the
chasing ship.The screech of an iron ball passed narrowly by. There was no room now for error 1794.
As the terror rages in France, Captain Charles Hayden leaves Plymouth with orders to gather
intelligence from a spy off the Le Havre coast. But the enemy lies in wait. In the foulest of weather,
Hayden s seamanship is tested to the limit and a terrifying cat and mouse chase begins. Faced with
a powerful French squadron Hayden knows he must elude capture at any cost. In his possession are
details of an imminent attack on British soil which must be delivered before all is lost.Ahead lie
shipwrecks, storms, battles and dramatic escapes - and at the centre of it all, the...
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ReviewsReviews

It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor  Gr a nt-- Conor  Gr a nt

This pdf will be worth buying. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am easily can get a enjoyment of reading through a
published book.
-- Pa ul Ankunding-- Pa ul Ankunding
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